ISAIX TECHNOLOGIES INC.
PRIVACY POLICY
This document presents IsaiX Technology’s privacy policy and our commitment to this effect. It
also presents the means we use to ensure that privacy and confidentiality of personal
information are protected so that we are in compliance with the Federal Personal Information
Protection and Electronic Documents Act (Canada).
1. Our Commitment to Privacy
Protecting your privacy and the confidentiality of your personal information is essential to the
way we do business at IsaiX Technologies Inc.
2. General Obligations
When we collect, use, store, deliver, transfer, transmit, disclose, dispose of and otherwise
handle personal information , we do so for the sole purpose of performing the Services
required of us or to be in compliance with all or any Government regulation.
3. Corrections
We shall ensure that when we have received written instruction from any party to
correct their personal information, it shall be corrected within 5 business days.
4. Restricting Access
We restrict access to personal information to Personnel who have a legitimate business need
for the information through the use of user name and passwords, and we also limit access to
secured areas. Before granting such access, Personnel are always advised of the sensitive and
confidential nature of the Personal Information and of the terms and conditions.
5. Disclosure
Except as required by applicable Law, we will not disclose, provide access to, or otherwise make
available to any person, information under the care or control of our company outside of this
policy. If we are legally obligated to disclose confidential information, if not prohibited by law,
we will endeavor to notify the individual or company in question.
6. Representative
We will also at all times have a designated person who will be responsible for all Personal
Information in our possession or under our control in order to ensure our company is in
compliance with the terms of this Privacy policy.

7. Unauthorized Disclosure
If there is any unauthorized access to, copying, modification, use, disclosure or loss of, or
inability to account for any Personal Information, our company shall promptly, but in any event
no later than 10 days after becoming aware thereof, take such actions as may be necessary or
reasonably requested to minimize the disclosure or loss. We will cooperate within reasonable
respects to minimize the impact of the disclosure or loss and any damage resulting thereof.
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